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Yesterday,
Today and
Tomorrow
BY GREG MAGNUS

CENTRAL VIRGINIA SECTION
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A

ll of us have our reasons for spending
countless hours tinkering in the
garage. However, there was only one
reason for two guys with a small garage in
an old mill in the southwest of Germany—
build engines for fast cars… really fast cars.
When these two guys acted on their urge
they spawned one of today’s largest suppliers of exclusive high-performance cars. The
two guys were Hans-Werner Aufrecht and
Erhard Melcher, the founders of AMG
Motorenbau und Entwicklungsgesellschaft
mbH (AMG Engine Production and Development, Ltd.). Thankfully, the company name
was later shortened to AMG.

GREG MAGNUS

YESTERDAY
Aufrecht and Melcher started in 1965 by
preparing a racing engine for Manfred
Schiek’s 300SE. Two years later, the owners
officially founded the company and began
their humble beginnings in the “Old Mill”
in Burgstall, Germany.
According to The History of AMG published by Mercedes-AMG, the first private
customer of the new company was a Mercedes owner from Kiel. With a humble beginning there is always a good story. Here’s the
gist of a story you can find on the MercedesAMG website in the AMG Private Lounge. I’m
told the story originated from Friedrick
Aufrecht, Hans-Werner’s brother:
A customer from Kiel, which is located
on the northern border of Germany, was the

first private customer of the young company. As the story goes, he was in the paddock at a motor race when he got a hot tip.
He was told about a garage in southwest
Germany called AMG that could squeeze
every last ounce of torque out of a Mercedes
engine. This customer had a fondness for
torque so he decided to visit the garage.
After following the sketchy directions provided, he found himself in front of two tiny
garage doors at an old mill. Garage doors so
small, in fact, that he wasn’t sure if his Mercedes would pass through them. Is this the
right place he wondered? Once inside, he
observed a hand dug inspection pit in the middle of the garage. Now, he definitely wasn’t
sure if this was the right place so he asked,
“Where can I find AMG?” The mechanics
responded: “you are in the AMG garage.”
Later on the customer from Kiel picked up
his car and headed home. He was almost to
Frankfurt when he turned around and drove
back. The astonished mechanics couldn’t
believe it. Just three hours later their first
private customer was already bringing his car
back. To their disbelief, the customer drove
all the way back to the garage to tell them
personally how happy he was with the car.
The mechanics were inspired and the AMG
legacy began.
During the next three years AMG concentrated on building race cars based on the
Mercedes-Benz 300SE sedan. They liked the
Mercedes-Benz 300 models and some bad
JUL/AUG 2007 | THE STAR 53
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AMG’s original race car has been newly re-created.
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luck for a Mercedes owner turned out to be
good luck for AMG. They got wind of a damaged 300 that was being sold by a doctor
and they bought it. It was purchased for
less than $6,000 at a time when new models were selling for $20,000.
AMG enlarged the cylinder bores, modified the camshafts, intake manifold and several other parts. By the time they were done
with the car their investment in labor and
parts exceeded $100,000. They entered races
and encountered major setbacks, but failure was not an option. They labored on and
by 1971 the stage was almost set. All they
needed was a driver for the 24-hour race at
Spa, Belgium.
A few drivers turned down the offer to
drive their Mercedes heavyweight, including then-recent Le Mans winner Gijsbert van
Lennep. Finally, European Go-kart champions Hans Heyer and Clemens Schickentanz

MBUSA

This is the AMG SLC that won the 1980 Nurburgring Touring Car race.

became available and AMG had their team.
The team surprisingly achieved a class victory and finished second in the overall
championship with their Mercedes-Benz
300SEL 6.8-liter AMG. The owners’ persistence and passion had finally paid off for the
small company and their success spread
beyond international motorsports.
In the 1970s the company started offering high-performance tuning packages to
Mercedes customers in Europe and other
markets. Some Mercedes customers wanted
individually customized vehicles and AMG
met their needs as well. Like NASA, AMG was
transferring technology. They took the lessons they learned on the racetrack and
applied their knowledge to production cars.
It was a smart and profitable move for AMG,
which lead to a steady increase in orders
and a solid reputation as the premiere Mercedes-Benz “tuner” in the world.

“Sooner or later the market for high-performance vehicles will be saturated, as there’s
only a limited demand for 600 bhp cars…
these are the kind of trends we need to
consider in our planning processes.”
54 THE STAR | JUL/AUG 2007

By 1978 the company had outgrown the
old mill and the owners encountered another
urge—relocate the operation to a larger facility in Affalterbach to better accommodate
customers and a staff that had grown to 40
employees. Although the orders for production car modifications were rolling in, AMG
never lost sight of their passion for motorsports. In 1980 an AMG Mercedes 450SLC took
first place in the European Touring Car Championship Grand Prix race at the Nürburgring.
The subsequent AMG racing successes are
far too many to list here. It suffices to say
that they did well both on and off the track
and the company continued to grow rapidly.
Just seven years after moving to Affalterbach, AMG was busy building a second factory and hiring their 100th employee.
The real turning point for AMG came five
years later, in 1990, when the company
signed a cooperation agreement with Daimler-Benz AG (now DaimlerChrysler AG). With
the agreement came a third factory, an
increase in the workforce to 400 employees
and plans for the sale of AMG products
through Mercedes-Benz dealers located in
overseas markets. Soon thereafter, AMG
began preparation for the production and
exportation of AMG cars to the U.S. market,
which today is AMG’s largest market.
The first official AMG car to reach the
shores of America was the 1995 C36 AMG,
although enthusiasts had privately imported
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Steve “Chappy”
Chapman at the
Laurerus World Sports
Awards in Spain.

STEVE CHAPMAN PHOTOGRAPHS

gray market AMGs such as “The Hammer” (a
1987 Mercedes-Benz 300E with a 360-hp
5.6-liter V8 engine) much earlier.
In 1999 DaimlerChrysler became the
majority stakeholder in Mercedes-AMG
GmbH. The market demand for AMG cars was
high and production had climbed from 500
to 20,000 cars per year by 2005 when DaimlerChrysler became the sole shareholder in
Mercedes-AMG. Although many things
changed during this time, DaimlerChrysler
continued the tradition of building AMG
engines using the “one man, one engine”
philosophy that continues to this day.
Highlights in AMG history during this
56 THE STAR | JUL/AUG 2007

period include the 1999 premiere of the SL73
AMG with the V12 engine (considered the
world’s fastest roadster at the time) and the
development of the modified SLK55 AMG
and CLK63 AMG Safety Cars (Pace Cars) used
in the FIA Formula 1 World Championship.
Not to mention the numerous developments
in technology such as engines built almost
completely from a high-strength silicon-aluminum alloy with bucket tappets (rather
than rocker arms) and cylinder bores with
twin-wire-arc-sprayed (TWAS) coating that
lowers friction and makes the running surfaces twice as hard as conventional castiron cylinders.

TODAY
While researching AMG, I couldn’t help but
notice one AMG enthusiast that stood out
from the crowd. His name is attributed to
thousands (yes thousands) of posts on
Mercedes-Benz forums; he participates in discussion groups almost daily, provides pictures,
writes articles and helps arrange events for
AMG enthusiasts. It just so happens that this
AMG owner—known to forum users as
“Chappy”—is also an MBCA member.
I first encountered Chappy a few years
ago while reading about AMG cars on the
MBCA forum. Chappy is the moderator for the
“AMG Models” discussion group. I also noticed
Chappy on the mbworld.org forum where I
read about events for AMG enthusiasts he
attended and helped to organize. On yet
another forum post, I read about a fabulous
trip to Barcelona, Spain he and his wife “won”
from Mercedes-AMG. This trip caught my eye
so I called Chappy. Here’s his story:
Chappy is the forum screen name used
by Steve Chapman of Atlanta, Georgia. Many
MBCA members already know Steve. He has
been an active board member of the
Peachtree Section for the past decade. In
2002 he fell in love with, and subsequently
purchased, a 2002 CLK55 AMG. As an avid
AMG enthusiast he joined the discussion
group on the AMG Private Lounge, which he
said he frequents regularly.
At one of many exclusive marketing
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With a 5.5-liter V8 shoehorned into the
compact two-seater, pulling the small trailer
loaded with track tires and equipment isn’t
much of a challenge for the Cozza’s car.
Frank is the MBCA National Events Committee Chairman and the Great Lakes
Regional Director. Mary Alice is currently the
vice president of the Western Reserve Section. Both are avid enthusiasts with a passion for the track. If you get the chance,
join them at a driving event the next time
one is held within your area.

we’re basically there, what’s next?
New decades create new customer demands
and automobile manufacturers are paying
attention. “Sooner or later the market for highperformance vehicles will be saturated, as
there’s only a limited demand for 600 bhp
cars,” explains Oliver Kurz, Head of Planning,
Reporting and Order Management at MercedesAMG. “These are the kind of trends we need
to consider in our planning processes.” Significantly more attention is being paid to creature comforts and cockpit controls. Instead of

Frank (r) and Mary
Alice Cozza.

Their SLK with all of the supplies necessary to put on a defensive driving course.

TOMORROW
More horsepower. Is it possible and do
we even want more? It’s clear that the engineers and designers of pre-merger AMG vehicles focused heavily on performance and
increasing horsepower. This trend continued post-merger but the focus is slowly but
surely changing.
I’ve encountered AMG enthusiasts claiming a “watering down” of the performance
bias, while others view this shifting tide as a
return to a more balanced automobile. However you view this mild debate it is apparent
that we are approaching the horsepower limits for passenger cars. Due to the limitations
associated with cooling an engine, the practical horsepower limit is widely believed to
be in the range of 650 to 700 hp. Given that

more horses under the hood expect to see more
chips in the chassis. By the end of the decade,
a third of a car’s value will lie in its electronics and advanced technologies.
Last year I had the pleasure of attending
an AMG talk given by former AMG Product
Manager, Rob Allan. MBCA’s Greater Washington Section had organized the event. It was
a classic with Rob giving his presentation in
the garage bay area at Euro Motorcars of Germantown - where else would a true car guy
rather be? During the presentation Rob
touched on the improvements in transmission technology. If you haven’t done so
already, kiss your stick shift goodbye. Like it
or not machines now shift faster, smoother
and more intelligently than humans. Double
down shifting? Not a problem.
JUL/AUG 2007 | THE STAR 57

FRANK AND MARY ALICE COZZA

events, Mercedes-AMG offered an opportunity for Private Lounge members to attend
the Laureus World Sports Awards in
Barcelona. There was only one requirement,
write a short essay explaining why you
wanted to go. Steve really wanted to go so
he sent in his essay.
Shortly thereafter Steve and his wife were
on a plane. Upon arrival in Spain, the couple walked up to the “Laureus Desk” at the
airport where a nice woman said, “Mr.
Chappy?” He nodded and within minutes the
couple was in a Mercedes-Benz R-Class on
their way to the Hotel Arts, a Ritz-Carlton
property. Later that evening they were
escorted in a black Maybach 57S to a sneak
preview of the new CL-Class where they had
dinner with Andreas Montmann (SLR Product Manager), met Bernd Maylander (F1 Safety
Car driver) and enjoyed casual conversation
with Dr. Klaus Maier (head of Sales & Marketing Worldwide for Mercedes-Benz). The night
continued until 3:00 a.m. in the hotel bar
with the likes of Cuba Gooding, Jr., Boris
Becker, Marcus Allen and other celebrities.
What was in store for day two? How
about a few hot laps in an SLR and a C-Class
DTM “taxi” at the Circuit de Catalunya where
they had held the F1 Spanish Grand Prix just
a week before? There were more days and
more incredible events associated with this
story. To capture the essence of one trueblue AMG enthusiast you’ll need to visit the
forums and read the rest of Steve’s story.
There are several other mega AMG enthusiasts within MBCA and it didn’t take me
long to find some of them. Two of them,
known to many of us throughout the USA,
also happen to be heavily involved with
MBCA as national and section board members. You won’t find these two as easily on
the forums but if you attend one of MBCA’s
track events you’re sure to see them as they
pass you in their 2006 SLK55 AMG. Enthusiasts Frank and Mary Alice Cozza travel the
country to provide defensive driving and
autocross instruction to MBCA members at
national, regional and section events.
I spoke with Frank and Mary Alice at the
recent StarTech 2007 held in Reston, Virginia. While perusing their SLK55 AMG in
the parking garage, Frank began our conversation by telling me about the car’s superior handling and performance features. But
the obvious question I had to ask as we
walked around the small trailer attached to
back of the car was, “Where did you get a
trailer hitch for an SLK55 AMG?” Frank said,
“I couldn’t find a hitch for the car so I built
this one myself.”
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According to Rob and other automotive
aficionados, automatic transmissions are now
“the world’s most intelligent transmissions.”
The only thing the driver should reach for
with his or her right hand is a coffee mug;
assuming coffee isn’t dispensed out of the
steering wheel in the future. You can also
expect to hear, “Dad, what’s a stick shift?”
Another resource pertaining to AMG’s
future you should consider is the discussion
groups published on the AMG Private
Lounge. AMG owners have access to exclusive information such as the “Chat Sessions”
held on the discussion boards. About once
a month the AMG Product Manager from
MBUSA, currently Mark Ramsey, hosts a dis-
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cussion session where he answers questions
from AMG Private Lounge members.
Performance still holds the prominent
role in the AMG marketing campaigns. Consider, for example, the marketing copy for
the SL55 AMG, which reads, “An athlete
among roadsters, the muscular, dynamic,
tireless SL55 AMG possesses strength and
style.” The performance stats still come first,
“With the 517 hp of the AMG 5.5-liter V8
Kompressor engine….” And the styling features still follow performance, “The AMG
styling, retractable hardtop and attractive
interior complete the look that complements
its high performance.”
Will AMG reach the day when high per-

formance complements the styling? I doubt
it but the trend appears to be heading in
that direction. No matter what direction our
beloved AMG cars take in the future, one
thing will always remain the same: AMG
“high-style” cars will be fun to drive and
enthusiasts will drive them. •
FOR MORE INFORMATION
MBCA Forum: http://mbca.cartama.net/
Mercedes-AMG: www.mercedes-amg.com
AMG Private Lounge: www.mercedes-amg.com/
privatelounge/
Chappy’s Story: http://mbworld.org/forums/
StarTrack 2007: www.mbca.org/pages/star_
track07.htm

“Super Mario” Speaks!
A fixture at AMG’s sales, marketing and events headquarters for the
past 17 years, Mario Spitzner is the
company’s ambassador to the world
and its best known public face. We
managed to nail him down for half
an hour to find out where AMG is
today and where it’s going in the
future during the 40th Anniversary
celebrations in Beverly Hills before
he had to jet back to Stuttgart.
Spitzner says that MercedesAMG is now a full-fledged brand like
Mercedes-Benz, Maybach and smart,
and it’s his responsibility to make
the brand grow and prosper using
all the facilities and people available to him.
“We’re going into a new era.
Last year the board decided that
AMG should be considered as a true
brand within the group. It’s a brand
with a lot of substance, even in the
high-end market, and we are going
to make sure it stays up there. It’s
always a Mercedes-Benz, but this is
the luxury performance brand of
Mercedes-Benz.”
Spitzner says his department
analyzed all the world’s major markets to be sure that the AMG brand
was properly represented in the
dealerships and now AMG is working
with the dealers in all of the top six
markets (US, Japan, Germany, South
Africa, UK, Australia and the Middle
East) to raise the awareness of the
brand and the sales volumes.
“We know that a lot of affluent
people still don’t know what AMG is.
So we are doing a three-step program, education on the brand, professionalization of the AMG network
and brand promotion. Not just the
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one-man, one-engine principle, but
craftsmanship, technological synergy
and our racing heritage. When we say
it’s 604 horsepower, it’s for sure 604
horsepower. If it looks like carbon
fiber, it is, for sure, carbon fiber.”
Spitzner says that the creation
of the Performance Studio, the
Signature Series cars, the Black
Series cars and the Edition cars are
all part of the master plan to
expand AMG’s business.
“AMG has always been run as a
high-tech midsize company, part of
the mother ship, but with an entrepreneurial approach. The Daimler
board has been very helpful with
our expansion and now we are ready
to promote our products at a new
level. We won’t change the product
strategy that has made AMG what it
is, no compromises, with exotic-car
performance figures, Mercedes-Benz
reliability and day-to-day practicality. That’s the stuff that people love
about AMG, a forgiving car that’s
fun to drive. You can drive a CLK63
AMG, a very high-performance car,
from Beverly Hills to San Francisco
and when you arrive, you won’t
have a backache.”
He says that AMG may eventually produce a car like the P8 rearengined sports car concept that was
shown on the car show circuit, a car
that has no Mercedes-Benz counterpart. “The customer would have to
be ready for something like that.
We’ve done all kinds of concepts
over the years, including the twinengined A-Class, the A380. We’ve
done the CLK GTR, which was a midengined car, and won the world
championship twice. We have done

Mario Spitzner.

naturally aspirated engines, we
have done twin-turbocharged
engines and we have done supercharged engines. We have all this
knowledge and that all helps. We
have the know-how. There are no
immediate plans, but we could do
whatever the customer demands.”
“We are one of the main players
in the over-$100,000 segment, and

now we have the Performance
Studio for the customer who wants
something even more special.
It is the home for all special AMGs
and the demand for this service,
especially in the United States,
is unbelievable. We have the
facilities to make sure that customer gets exactly the car he
wants.”—Jim McCraw

